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Abstract: 
 
The damage of fiber reinforced polymer matrix composite materials induced by impact 
load is one of the most critical factors that restrict extensive use of these materials. The behavior 
of composite structures under transient impact loading and the ways to enhance their 
characteristics to withstand this type of dynamic loading might be of specific significance in the 
aerospace sector and other applications. This paper critically reviews the important parameters 
from the published literature influencing the impact resistance and the damage mechanics of fiber-
reinforced composite materials. Firstly, the paper reviews the influence of impact velocity on 
various failure modes. Following this, a comprehensive review on the four key parameters 
specifically material, geometry, event and the environmental-related conditions that affect the 
structural behavior of fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites to impact loading is discussed. 
The review further outlines areas to improve the impact damage characteristics of composites and 
then conclude with a summary of the discussion on the future work relating to the most influencing 
parameters.    
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1. Introduction 
Presently, light-weight fiber-reinforced polymer matrix composite materials are 
extensively employed in high-performance aerospace applications owing to their high specific 
strength and stiffness, corrosion resistance, reparability and fatigue resistance [1-2]. On the other 
hand, composites are vulnerable to impact damage [3]. The hazard of damage owing to impact is 
presently well established in spacecraft and aircraft design [4-5]. From the damage report of 71 
Boeing 747 aircraft having an average life of 29,500 flying hours, it has been noticed that 90 out 
of 688 repairs (nearly 13%) have been produced owing to foreign object impacts [4]. Radome, 
radar antenna, windshield, nacelle, canopy, propeller blades, wing or tail, fuel tanks are ultimate 
targets of impact during flight, takeoff and landing. There are numerous conditions for this impact: 
hailstones and bird strikes being the most significant ones, owing to their high chance of 
occurrence [6-7]. On the other hand, a tyre piece can strike the wing structures and the ice coming 
from the propeller blade edge could also impact the nacelle of the aircraft engine [8]. For instance, 
the Concorde aircraft accident in 2000 was in fact induced by a tyre piece striking fuel tank on the 
main wing of the aircraft. Damage on composite structures owing to impact can also take place if 
the turbine blade fails owing to fatigue and strikes the containment cell, oil tanks and airframes 
[9]. Other types of projectiles that might strike aircraft composites are bullets or fragments owing 
to explosions. Moreover, impact engineering is vital in the area of spacecraft. Space is occupied 
with numerous debris, where the space shuttles, satellites and international space stations orbit the 
Earth [10-11]. These are very tiny and ought to be independently tracked; there are several 
satellites in the orbit, so the chance of critical impact is non-ignorable. Furthermore, airspace 
composite structures could collide not only on orbit but also during re-entry stage. For instance, in 
the Columbia space shuttle, the impact of frozen foam on the wing induced catastrophic failure 
[12]. 
Investigating the mechanism of damage generation during an impact is the initial step to 
understand the main factors which decide the structural performance of the composite structure 
under impact loading. Damage and failure of composite materials caused by impact have been 
documented and investigated over the years. Owing to the anisotropic nature of composite 
materials and uneven distribution of stresses under the transient loading, the damage processes of 
composites are very complicated [13]. In conventional metals, the impact-induced damage is 
normally not an important safety concern owing to the intrinsic energy absorbing mechanism and 
material ductility. On the contrary, composite materials are naturally brittle and can absorb energy 
in the elastic state rendering them susceptible to impact damage [14].  
Under impact loading, the consequential failure mechanism can be grouped into five key 
phases that happen in the subsequent order [15-16]: (1) matrix cracking and fiber/matrix interface 
debonding damage mode owing to high transverse shear stresses in the top layers; (2) transverse 
bending crack owing to high flexural stresses in the bottom layers; (3) interlaminar delamination 
owing to cracks restricted and diverted through the interlaminar area; (4) fiber failure damage 
mode under tension and fiber micro-buckling under compression loading and (5) penetration. The 
comprehensive possibilities of impact-induced damages are illustrated in Figure 1. Intraply 
damage such as resin cracking and fiber/matrix interfacial damage and interply damage such as 
interlaminar delamination among two layers are the two distinct dominant damage modes under a 
low-energy impact event [17]. Fiber breakage is the dominant failure mode allied particularly with 
high energy impact events [18-20].    
The main feature that affects the impact in composite materials is the fracture toughness of 
the resin system. Brittle resin systems have low resistance to fracture onset and propagation. The 
resistance to fracture propagation increases due to improvement in the fracture toughness of the 
matrix, hence, raising the resistance of the composite to interlaminar delamination onset generated 
by resin cracking. Intraply failure modes may set off interlaminar delamination mainly owing to a 
mismatch in characteristics among layers of different fiber type or orientation. When a crack grows 
up to the interface between two nearby layers, the value of shear stress rises considerably owing 
to the abrupt variation in material characteristics, the crack is diverted and grows along the 
interface as interlaminar delamination [21]. The Mode-I and -II interlaminar fracture toughness or 
GI and GII are the key properties that govern the impact response of composite laminates [22]. The 
reason for this behavior is that delamination initiates through crack opening (Mode-I) mechanism, 
whilst propagation occurs because of shearing (Mode-II) due to bending [23]. Under impact 
loading, composite materials are able to absorb and dissipate a large quantity of impact energy in 
a broad range of damage modes [24]. Until up to the stage of initial damage, most of the applied 
impact energy of the impactor is absorbed by the elastic behavior of the structure. This capability 
to elastically absorb impact energy is reliant upon numerous factors including fiber toughening, 
matrix toughening, interface toughening, through-the-thickness reinforcements, selective inter-
layers and hybrids [25-26]. The broad study performed so far produced an understanding of the 
factors that influence the onset and propagation of impact damage [4-5, 13]. The mechanical and 
chemical characteristics of the fibers, matrices and interface influence the way in which the 
composite deforms and fractures [5]. The impact response of the composite materials is also 
affected by parameters such as component geometries, properties of the impactor and 
environmental conditions [4-5, 13].  
It is vital to spot the various damage modes and their progression towards impact. The main 
aim of this review paper is to bring together the relevant findings of numerous articles published 
in the area of impact mechanics of polymer matrix composites with an aim to present an overall 
view of the state-of-the-art. Initially, the influences of impact velocity and the techniques most 
commonly applied for studying the impact behavior of composite materials are discussed. 
Following this, a comprehensive review on the four key parameters specifically material, 
geometry, event and environmental-related conditions that affect the structural behavior of fiber 
reinforced polymer matrix composites to impact loads are discussed. Impact behavior of composite 
materials is reviewed with the aid of previous relevant literature in theoretical, numerical and 
analytical investigations done by several researchers. Finally, the key issues that require to be 
solved are also addressed. The important factors influencing the impact response and damage of 
composite materials are depicted in Figure 2. 
2. Impact velocity 
 The knowledge of dynamic behavior of composite materials and their damage resistance is 
required to optimize the structure. Impact load generates elastic waves from the site of impact. 
Energy dissipation and vibration of target allied to wave propagation may lead to a degradation 
behavior. Thus, the time period of impact plays a major role in controlling the types of impact 
responses [27]. If the contact time is in the order of the transition time for elastic waves, the 
behavior will be controlled by transverse waves, as depicted in Figure 3(a). For a longer time 
period, the behavior would be controlled by flexure and shear waves, as depicted in Figure 3(b). 
If the impact duration is greater than the time for the elastic waves to arrive at target edges, the 
consequential behavior will be quasi-static. This event takes place owing to the deflection and load 
might have an identical association as in static loading, as depicted in Figure 3(c). The total 
component is deformed under the impact with the contact force and deformation in-phase for a 
boundary-controlled impact, as depicted in Figure 4(a). On the other hand, the deformation is 
localized to the area nearby the impact site with the contact force and deformation out-of-phase 
for a wave-controlled impact, as depicted in Figure 4(b). 
The impact event can take numerous ranges, varying from a dropped object moving at 
possibly 1 to 4 m/s to space debris moving at several hundreds of m/s. Generally, there are four 
types of impact with respect to velocity: low-, high-, ballistic- and hyper-velocity [28]. Table 1 
summarizes the different types of impacts with respect to impact velocity. A low-velocity impact 
event (<11 m/s) takes place by damage from dropped tools during maintenance. A high-velocity 
impact event (>11 m/s) occurs by damage from: debris from the runway impacting the aircraft on 
take-off or landing, hail and bird strikes. Damage induced by ballistic impact (>500 m/s) is 
common for military applications. Hypervelocity impact events (>2000 m/s) include space debris 
impact on a spacecraft. Overall, the impact events may be simplified by grouping it into two 
distinct cases: low-velocity impact by a large mass (e.g. dropped object) and high-velocity impact 
by a small mass (e.g. runway debris). In the case of low-velocity impact loading, where the contact 
duration among the impactor and target is comparatively large, the entire target responds allowing 
kinetic energy to be absorbed in sites well away from the site of impact.  A low-velocity impact 
occurs when the contact duration of the striker is higher than the duration for the lowest vibration 
mode. Under low-velocity impact, the geometry of the target is a vital factor as it controls the 
energy-absorbing capability. The support conditions are vital as the stress waves produced outer 
from the impact site have time to arrive at the ends of the target, inducing its full-vibration 
behavior. Characteristically, the behavior in Figure 3(a) is allied with a ballistic impact. The 
behavior in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c) are normally allied to the impact of runway debris and the 
impact from drop-weights, respectively. In many conditions, the behavior in Figure 3(a) induces 
simply observable impact damage. The behavior in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c) may induce BVID 
(Barely Visible Impact Damage). Moreover, the behavior in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c) is 
specified as the wave- and boundary-controlled impacts, respectively [29].   
  On the other hand, in high-velocity impact, the component response is influenced by stress 
wave propagation and does not have adequate time to generate quasi-static failure mechanisms 
[30]. High-velocity impact loading leads to cause a more localized type of target response, leading 
to the energy dissipation in a relatively small area. At high impact velocities, the perforation may 
take place on the target and the course of the impactor would usually lead to petalling, cracking 
and spalling. The behavior of the target is decided by the local response of the material in the 
vicinity of the impact site, the impact behavior of the target being normally independent of its 
support conditions [31]. Obviously, these two types of impact loading might generate varying 
nature of damage with varying effects on the post-impact load-carrying capabilities of the 
composites [32].  
 In order to evaluate the dynamic behavior of composite materials, wide ranges of testing 
procedures are available. Currently, two types of tests are often employed by numerous researchers 
[33]. For instance, debris from the runway may induce damage on aircraft during takeoff and 
landing; this condition, with low mass high-velocity impact, is best replicated employing a gas gun 
[34]. Another is the impact of composites by a larger projectile at a low velocity which occurs 
when objects are unintentionally dropped on a composite. This condition is best replicated 
employing a drop weight tester [35]. The Charpy impact test is also employed to generate low-
velocity impacts. The prediction and characterization of the residual strength of an impacted 
composite is very difficult in comparison to conventional metals, as the damage mechanisms in 
these materials are intricate in nature. The problem is further complicated by the lack of existing 
standards or established testing procedures for the impact of composite materials. Many works 
published in the literature have been performed on purpose-built machines employing convenient 
specimen geometries. Hence, direct comparisons among various materials, geometries, event- and 
environmental-related parameters are often very complex and direct conclusions are very hard to 
draw. Pendulum methods such as the Izod and Charpy tests mostly necessitate specimen 
geometries that are not representative of component dimensions; thus, they are basically 
appropriate only for ranking the impact behavior of composites. Drop weight impact test and gas 
guns test set-ups provide more representative approaches for evaluating the impact behavior of 
these materials. Higher application of instrumented impactor results in a deeper understanding of 
the processes of energy absorption and dissipation in the composite materials [36-40]. 
3. Parameters influencing impact damage 
Having heterogeneous structure with various material characteristics, nature of stress and 
strain, interlaminar delamination failure and crack propagation, a comprehensive understanding of 
various parameters influencing the impact response of composite materials is required to develop 
a most-optimized configuration. The parameters that influence the dynamic impact behavior of 
composite materials subjected to impact loads can be grouped into four key types as summarized 
in Figure 2. Material-based parameters include the type of fiber, materials and interface systems. 
Geometry-based parameters include thickness, scaling and curvature. Impactor-based parameters 
include impactor shape, size, mass, velocity and angle of obliquity. Environmental-based 
parameters include moisture, hydrothermal and temperature conditions.   
3.1 Influence of Constituents on the Impact Response of Composite Materials 
 The path of investigating the influence of constituents on the impact response of composite 
structures have come a long way to reach at its most optimal stage of understanding the 
comprehensive mechanics of these materials and their damage response [41-42]. A composite 
material includes three key systems: reinforcement, matrix and interface area. Fiber/matrix 
interface is the region of bond among reinforcements and resin. The mechanical and chemical 
characteristics of the fibers, matrices and interface influence the way in which the composite 
deforms and fractures. The characteristics of these systems influence the mechanical stresses 
necessary to onset the various damage modes under impact load. Damage modes that comprise 
cracking of the matrix or fiber/matrix interface area lead to low fracture energies while damages 
comprising fiber failure lead to considerably higher energy dissipation. The fundamental 
characteristics of the constituents and the loading conditions influence the comparative energy 
absorbing capability of these damage modes.  
3.1.1 Fiber system  
The influence of various types of fiber systems on the impact response of composite 
materials is huge. Fiber reinforcements are the key load-bearing elements, offering the structure 
with the greater part of its strength and stiffness [43]. Presently, numerous varieties of fiber 
reinforcements are available. Aramid, carbon, and glass are the most common reinforcements 
employed to fabricate composites [44]. Within each of these groups, reinforcements presenting a 
broad range of characteristics are available. Carbon reinforcements are commonly employed in 
aerospace sector as it has the highest specific mechanical properties; on the other hand, it is the 
high brittle fiber. Glass reinforcements have high strain to failure and low strength and stiffness. 
Moreover, they are cheaper than carbon reinforcements. The mechanical characteristics of aramid 
lie between those of glass and carbon reinforcements. Comparatively, little attention has been 
given in the literature to the natural fiber based composites. Flexure and interlaminar shear 
deformations are dominant mechanisms in composites that controls the processes of energy 
absorption and dissipation in composite materials. The area under the material's linear stress/strain 
diagram represents a useful approach for predicting the impact resistance of a composite. 
Basically, composites with large areas under the stress/strain curve are more effective energy 
absorbers. Previous investigation [45], in which the comparative impact resistance of several fiber 
reinforced composite structures was investigated, recommended that areas under the stress/strain 
curve of aramid and glass FRPs (Fiber Reinforced Plastics) were considerably higher than that of 
a carbon FRP. It appears, as a result, that this method forms a practical guide for evaluating the 
impact resistance of composite materials. On the other hand, for a comprehensive analysis of the 
impact resistance of composite materials, the energy dissipation in damage modes such as matrix 
cracking, fiber/matrix debonding and fiber failure must be considered. Beaumont et al. [46] 
reported that the carbon FRP is very brittle, failing calamitously at highest load. The aramid and 
E-glass composites failed in a gradual way implying the energy dissipation by interlaminar 
delamination and other damage modes.   
The capability of the reinforcements to store impact energy elastically is a basic factor in 
measuring the impact resistance of a fiber system. Many developments have been done by 
enhancing the failure strain of the fibers [47]. There is much information available in the literature 
regarding the impact response of different fiber materials [4-5, 13].  
3.1.1.1 Fiber Architecture: 
It is intricate to compare relevant published results about the influence of various fiber 
architectures due to different test and geometric parameters, but it is tried to take out some clear 
facts from the literature. Figure 5 illustrates the schematics of different fiber architectures 
employed in composite laminates. Conventionally, unidirectional prepreg and 2D plain-woven 
fabric are fiber architectures mostly employed in composite laminates. Usual 2D composite 
materials, whether unidirectional or woven, don’t have transverse fibers. Therefore, transverse 
characteristics are largely managed by the matrix system. This is specifically critical under 
transverse impact load as interply de-cohesion can generate even in the absence of obvious failure 
in the top and bottom layers [48]. One promising way to enhance the transverse properties of the 
2D composites has been the reinforcement of 3D fabrics in the composites by weaving (Figure 5). 
In comparison with the 2D fabric composites, there are two major benefits of 3D ones: (1) superior 
resistance to repeated-impacts (low damage occurrence); (2) simple and economic attainment of 
intricate shape structures [48-49].   
To present, experimental, analytical and numerical investigations are still at a modest level 
and normally limited to 1D and 2D woven fabrics. Analytical formulations were introduced from 
the simplest condition (rapid impact response of a single yarn devoid of boundary conditions to 
the intricate one (a multilayer 2D plain-woven fabric)). The analytical formulation in the condition 
of ballistic impact response of a single yarn of Smith et al. [50] was derived from experimental 
information formerly published in 1956 [51]. In this model, constant impact velocity and 
experimental strain-stress curve were employed as input parameters. Single yarns have been 
assumed infinite (no reflection) and the interaction among projectile and yarn has been considered 
sharp. On the other hand, the reality is more intricate with conditions that yarns are fixed at two 
ends. 
Developing from the formulation of Smith et al. [50], several researchers [52-53] have later 
introduced analytical models of ballistic impact response of woven fabrics but constrained at the 
linear and elastic response of yarns. All of these investigations have ignored frictions and 
undulations of yarns that were confirmed numerically vital in the case of 3D woven fabrics, except 
the investigation of Das et al. [54], where friction coefficient among yarns of a fabric structure 
under ballistic impact load has been shown as considerable on the fabric performance. 
Furthermore, the reflection of strain waves on yarns at interlacement sites is another intricate event 
that has not been considered yet. However, analytical models of Naik et al. [55] and Mamivand et 
al. [56] estimated stress distribution on primary yarns basing on experimental information of 
composite laminates. Hence, these investigations are not very reliable as the ballistic impact 
response of composite is different from dry woven fabrics devote of the matrix. In recent times, 
an analytical model was introduced that allows taking account for this. Certainly, the reflection of 
strain waves induces a sharp rise of yarn deformation at impact site that led to premature failure 
of principal yarns.  
Roylance et al. [57] introduced a numerical model since 1970s that estimated woven fabric 
plies as a network of nodes with a particular mass linked together by 1D element. This method is 
theoretically comparable to that employed by other researchers, e.g. Shim et al. and Joo et al. [58-
59]. These models apply fabric material property together with a damage criterion and a 
constitutive equation as an input of 1D element. Nodal mass is estimated such that the surface 
density of numerical fabric is equal to the real one. 1D element, which does not have mass, can 
undergo compression or tension. The residual velocity subsequent to impact and the ballistic limit 
can be estimated as output and the effect of the boundaries of the fabric on these values is 
accounted for. Shim et al. [60] incorporated fiber visco-elasticity in the modeling of an identical 
model to evaluate the ballistic impact response among a small spherical projectile and a 2D plain-
woven fabric fabricated using aramid fibers. As crimp is a particular nature of yarns in a plain-
woven structure, they conducted a quasi-static tensile test on aramid fabric. The "de-crimping" add 
to 1.5% of the total deformation of the fabric devoid of increase of yarn stress. As a result, they 
considered this influence in estimating the real strain of yarns in their model by employing adaptive 
modeling. Joo et al. [58] proposed the model of Roylance et al. [57] to estimate the ballistic impact 
response of a rigid steel sphere onto 2D plain-woven fabric reinforced composite laminate. In this 
formulation, the yarns crossing points curvature is explicitly presented. Derived from this model, 
in another investigation, Joo et al. [59] have characterized the different impact energies 
corresponding to deformation of yarns and interactions along with yarns in a layer or at the 
interface among layers during the ballistic impact on the fabric. Specifically, this investigation also 
allowed estimating the energy of interactions among yarns with clamping devices. 
Generally, the major complexity of the technique of Roylance et al. [57] lies in a simple 
mapping of 2D woven fabrics that cannot explain for the effect of its architecture. The extension 
to 3D woven fabric is even more intricate [61-62]. Furthermore, this mapping results in an overall 
deformation of the fabric having a rectangular form with edges parallel to those of the clamping 
cadre, which is dissimilar from the actuality. In relation to the investigation of Ivanov et al. [63], 
Vinson and Zukas [64] proposed a macroscopic formulation where the fabric is explained 
schematically by a homogeneous plate. This “continuous” modeling of fabrics allows the use of 
“loose” mesh and hence low computation time. In the formulation of Vinson and Zukas [64] and 
Taylor and Vinson [65], the material is isotropic and results in a similar ballistic response of fabric 
in all the plane directions. Such an effect is far from the experimental results of Ivanov et al. [63]. 
In another investigation, the macroscopic formulation of Lim et al. [66] included the viscoelastic 
response of fibers. On the other hand, numerical results have shown a deformation of the plate-
shaped cone, while the experimental tests have depicted a "pyramid" deformation.  
Ivanov et al. [63] incorporated crimp and sliding of yarns in the macroscopic formulation 
of the fabric. The ballistic impact response of the fabric is nearer to actuality with a global dynamic 
deformation. Unit-cell based concepts have been employed broadly to derive the equivalent 
continuum level material models of woven fabric reinforced composites from the data of the 
mesoscale yarn properties, fabric architecture, and inter-yarn and inter-ply frictional 
characteristics. Several explanations and extensions of this concept were presented in recent 
literature [66-67]. Gu [68], Duan et al. [69] and Rao et al. [70] introduced mesoscopic models in 
which yarns are formulated geometrically and meshed with 3D solid elements. This concept has 
allowed explaining intricate events such as slipping, crimp, and fracture of yarns, delamination of 
the layers, etc. Ballistic impact behavior of the fabric is more sophisticatedly estimated. Barauskas 
et al. [71] employed shell elements to formulate their mesoscopic model, hence considerably 
decreasing the computation time. However, Duan et al. [69] investigated the influence of yarn/yarn 
and yarn/projectile frictions where the friction coefficient is represented as a function of the 
relative velocity of the contacting surfaces and the exponential decay coefficient expressing the 
shift from static friction to the stable dynamic one. This equation of the friction coefficient is 
presently extensively employed by numerous researchers. Barauskas et al. [71] have altered their 
model evaluating ranges of values of static and dynamic friction coefficients such that the number 
of failed yarns estimated is equal to the experimental one in the case of an impact on the 2D-plain-
woven fabric fabricated using aramid fibers. Rao et al. [70] have performed an experimental 
investigation on a quasi-static coefficient of friction for the condition of aramid fabric. These 
researchers have depicted the vital role of friction coefficient, Young's modulus and strength of 
yarns on the ballistic impact response of fabrics. Generally, it can be observed that the prediction 
of full mesoscopic models is more realistic than macroscopic ones for the impact behavior of the 
fabric but with a very high cost [70]. The scheme is that the macroscopic model is employed to 
the area far from impact site and the mesoscopic one is employed for contact site with the 
projectile. The multiscale model depicts an interesting concept to solve impact issues with a gain 
of computing time.  
On the experimental part, several investigations have been conducted to investigate low-
velocity and ballistic impact response of yarns, 1D, 2D and 3D fabrics [48, 72-73]. Figure 6 depicts 
different damage modes for various fiber architecture of composites. Results depicted that 
mechanical characteristics of yarns rely considerably on strain rate. On the other hand, tests on 
single fibers showed that this reliance is insignificant. The variation between these two types of 
experimental tests is still an open problem. Carr et al. [51] introduced an experimental apparatus 
that allows showing up two major damage modes of aramid yarns under a transversal ballistic 
impact: shearing and tension. Certainly, the damage mode relies on impact energy. A transition 
among two these modes is defined by critical impact energy. Applying pull-out tests, Zhou et al. 
[72] investigated the effect of yarn frictions on ballistic impact response of woven fabric from 
ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene fiber. 3D woven fabrics have depicted to offer the most 
favorable performance under low-velocity impact. For example, Seltzer et al. [74] showed that the 
specific energy absorbed by 3D fabrics was double times larger than that of 2D fabric counterparts 
for both glass and carbon fiber reinforced composite laminates. These variations were ascribed to 
the abrupt variation in the damage micro-mechanisms owing to the existence of the transverse 
binders. 3D woven fabrics showed three common phases under low-velocity impact prior to 
perforation took place: deep indentation, generation of a plug beneath the impactor, and, finally, 
larger localized fiber failure in tension. However, failure under low-velocity impact in 2D fabric 
composites initiated by interply delamination. Delamination cracks develop abruptly and 
ultimately deflected into the upper or lower layers by matrix shear cracking owing to the high shear 
stresses from the contact site. This results in the onset of a conical failure zone in which energy 
was dissipated by transverse resin fracture and interlaminar delamination. Ultimate fracture 
beneath the impact site was induced by tensile fiber fracture. Rather than 3D composites, 
transverse shear was not vital in 2D woven composites under to low-velocity impact, resulting in 
lesser energy dissipation as compared with 3D woven fabric composites. The data available 
regarding the mechanical behavior and the damage profile of 3D woven fabric composites under 
high-velocity impact is highly limited and obvious conclusions are not available. 
3D woven preforms are made of multiple layers of orthogonal weft and warp yarns with 
binder yarns woven through the thickness. These binder yarns connect some or all the layers 
together depending on fabric architecture. Due to the load carrying capacity of the through-
thickness direction fibers, 3D woven composites exhibit enhanced inter-laminar fracture toughness 
and better impact energy absorption performance when compared to 2D composites. On the other 
hand, these improved impact responses come at the cost of poor in-plane properties. During the 
weaving procedure, transverse yarns are physically interlocked to the parent fabric. A procedure 
that comprises employing flexural and tension to the yarns has been depicted to induce fiber 
breakage. The investigation has depicted that fiber breakage has a critical influence on woven 
composite strength. Another main cause of in-plane properties decrement in 3D woven fabric 
composite materials is the crimp and waviness related to the existence of binder yarns. As a result, 
it is important to study yarn flaws happening on weaving and fabrication of 3D woven fabric 
components to precisely calculate the mechanical performance of a particular element. This 
information may be employed to assess various fabric architectures, structural geometries, 
fabricating technique and finally be employed to design new 3D woven fabric architectures. 
Generally, these results are not adequate to exemplify impact response of 3D woven fabrics, as 
comprehensive damage mechanisms during impact are not investigated.  
Once the materials are assorted, it is vital to know how single-layer fabric architectures 
influence the impact behavior of composites. Usual 2D composite materials, whether 
unidirectional or woven, not have transverse fibers and hence, the transverse characteristics are 
largely managed by the matrix system. This is specifically critical under transverse impact load as 
interply de-cohesion can generate even in the absence of obvious failure in the top and bottom 
layers [48]. In 3D fabric composites, the transverse fibers hold the warp and fill yarns that 
collectively play an important function in the impact behavior of the composites. The transverse 
yarn enhances the areal density, hence enabling to high fracture toughness in the transverse 
direction. 
3.1.1.2 Stitching: 
In stitching process, a fiber thread (normally glass, carbon, aramid or polyethylene fibers) 
is sewed through a stack of dry fabric plies or of prepreg tapes prior to applying the resin into the 
dry fabric perform or curing the prepreg [75-84]. Figure 7 depicts the schematics of typical 
stitching process in composite laminates. A considerable amount of literature has been devoted to 
the experimental characterization of the dynamic behavior of stitched composites to low-velocity 
impact. Most of the investigations depict that the application of stitches decreases the delamination 
area generated by impact load owing to the enhanced interlaminar fracture characteristics of the 
composite. Decrements by up to 50% in the damaged area were for instance observed by Wu and 
Wang [79] in glass/epoxy composites stitched by aramid fibers. The experimental investigations 
depicted that both the linear density of the thread and areal density of stitching influenced the 
performance of stitches in governing the delamination resistance of the composites. Also, 
significant decrements in the delaminated area were noted in quasi-isotropic carbon/epoxy 
composites stitched with carbon threads and subjected to low-velocity impacts up to impact energy 
of 4 J [80], and in aramid stitched weave fabric laminates impacted with energies ranging between 
5 and 50 J [81]. Higher enhancements in delamination resistance were noticed with raising impact 
energies in both investigations.  
The influence of the thread thickness and of the areal density of stitching on the low-velocity 
impact behavior of CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced plastic) composites stitched with Vectran 
threads has been comprehensively studied by Tan and co-workers [82-85]. The results of their 
investigations show that for low impact energies stitches act as crack initiators and are not capable 
to avert the interlaminar delamination onset. For larger impact energies, however, stitches show 
progressively more effectiveness in restraining the development of delamination, with larger 
stitching densities allied with higher developments in the delamination resistance.  Figures 8 and 
9 shows the impact damage of various specimens (thread thickness 200 and 400 denier; stitch 
space 3×3 and 6×6) subjected to impact energy of 6.7 J and their corresponding energy absorption 
curves, respectively. Identical results were obtained in [86-87] for the impact behavior of cross-
ply composites fabricated using pre-preg carbon/epoxy plies and stitched using aramid or 
polyethylene fibers. In specific, it was observed that stitching does not prevent the onset of 
delaminations, but produces an obvious decrement of the damage area for delaminations 
adequately long to set off the bridging action. As a result, the competence of the toughening action 
generated by stitching highly relies on the extent and nature of the impact failure happening in the 
base composite. For instance [86], stitching was observed to enhance the impact failure resistance 
of [03/903]s composites, for which the main delamination was adequately large to permit the full 
growth of the stitch bridging area; on the contrary, no raise in delamination resistance was noticed 
in [0/90]3s composites, which show a failure pattern comprising of small overlapping 
delaminations not capable to set off the toughening mechanism produced by stitching. As 
compared to the number of experimental studies, the published literature on the analytical and 
numerical estimation of the influence of stitching on the failure behavior of composites under low-
velocity impact is limited. 
 Analytical formulations to estimate the role of stitching in enhancing the resistance to 
delamination propagation in composite beams under mode I or mode II loading have been initially 
introduced by Mai and co-workers [88-90]. The damage mechanisms characteristic of continuous 
stitching was found as elastic stretching of the thread, debonding of the thread/resin interface, and 
thread failure; the main contribution to the rise in delamination toughness was ascribed to the 
elastic stretching of threads, which offer the crack closure forces at the interface. To determine the 
load carried by stitches under mode I loading, the bond among thread and resin was supposed to 
be entirely frictional, considering a fixed value for the friction shear stress. For ENF (End Notched 
Flexural) specimens, both the frictional shear stress at the interface and the bending of threads 
owing to relative sliding of the delaminated sections were ignored and the load withstand by 
threads was just estimated from the elastic deformation of the thread. To simplify the assessment, 
the load withstand by threads was lastly substituted by an equivalent distributed load in the 
governing differential equation for beam deflection. Sankar and Zhu [91] proposed an analytical 
formulation to estimate the influence of stitching on the delamination resistance of impacted 
beams. The model considers that the delamination grows under dominant mode II conditions and 
that the crack bridging forces are primarily owing to the resistance generated by the resin as the 
stitches be susceptible to plough in the course of the matrix. The bridging forces are applied in the 
equation of motion of the impacted composite beam as a fixed distributed shear traction acting at 
the delaminated interface. At one with most of the experimental information from the previous 
literature, the outcomes of the model show that the impact energy necessary for delamination onset 
is not influenced by the presence of stitches. 
The application of Finite Element (FE) analyses is, on the other hand, is necessary to model 
the behavior of stitched composites for intricate configurations, and in the existence of different 
interacting failure modes such as resin cracks, delaminations or fiber failure. Spar elements were 
employed in [92] to study the potential of stitching for mitigating the interlaminar stresses 
producing at the end of a notch in composites under tensile load [93-95]. Spar elements were 
applied in [96] to simulate the toughening mechanism of stitches on composites in Double 
cantilever beam (DCB) and Compression after Impact (CAI) testing arrangements. A nonlinear 
response, which accounts for various phases of the damage process, was considered for the stitch 
elements for simulation of DCB tests, while a simple linear behavior was employed for modelling 
the behavior of the composites under CAI tests [96]. Two-node beam elements connecting nearby 
plies were employed in [80] to simulate the influence of stitched threads on the failure behavior of 
quasi-isotropic composites to low-velocity impact; likewise, stitching threads were modelled as 
3D linear elastic beam elements incorporated in the core and the face-sheets for studying the blast 
resistance of stitched sandwich composites [97]. Solid elements with isotropic characteristics were 
employed in [98] for modelling the stitches in composites subjected to flexural after impact. 
Perfect bonding was considered among the stitch and the surrounding composite. Taking into 
consideration the rather inadequate quantity of research into the simulation of the influence of 
stitching on the impact damage resistance of composites, there is, as a result, a strong case for the 
development and confirmation of modelling tools competent of providing correct and reliable 
predictions of the failure generated by impact on stitched composites.  
Stitching has been established to be one of the most promising procedures to improve the 
interlaminar properties of composites. Stitching was observed to raise the interlaminar 
delamination resistance of composites under impact loads [77] and to enhance the tolerance to 
failure and the post-impact strength of impacted composites subjected to static loads [78]. The 
enhancements in damage resistance are normally ascribed to the bridging event of through-
thickness threads, which employ closure tractions at the interface among delaminated plies, hence 
decreasing the driving force available for growth of the interfacial crack [75]. On the contrary, the 
stitching results in a distortion of the internal arrangement of the composite, producing localized 
stress concentration sites, such as layer waviness, resin-rich areas and fiber failure [76], that can 
function as initiating site for further failure modes in the composite. 
3.1.1.3 Hybridization 
Hybridization process mixes the superior mechanical characteristic of high stiffness 
reinforcements with the superior impact resistance of ductile fibers [99]. Two interesting events 
are characteristically noticed. One is that the initial damage happens in the low elongation 
ingredient at a certain strain, which leads to knee points in the stress-strain curve. The other event 
is known as the ‘‘synergistic strengthening'', but the crucial examination is that the failure strain, 
and thus the strength, of the low elongation ingredient, founds to be higher in the hybrid than in 
homogenous-low elongation fiber composites. Figure 10 shows the schematic stress–strain curves 
of hybrid composites with synergistic strengthening. Hybridization can be broadly grouped into 
three main types based on the distribution of the reinforcements, as shown in Figure 11: (a) Interply 
hybridization, where the modification is performed at laminate level by stacking layers of various 
constituents, (b) Intraply hybridization, where various bundles are combined within the plies in 
parallel, and (c) Super hybridization, which consist metal/composite layers and matrix composite 
layers stacked in a particular stacking sequence [100-101]. 
Numerous literature on inter-ply hybrid composite materials refers to carbon/polyethylene 
fibers, carbon/glass, and carbon/aramid largely aimed at enhancing the impact behavior of carbon-
based composites [105-123]. Table 2 summarizes impact studies on composites with various 
stacking sequences. During the last decade, attention has risen in a comparatively new group of 
hybrid materials based on synthetic (largely glass reinforcements) and natural reinforcements, with 
the objective of fabricating high impact resistant environmental friendly composite materials. 
Natural fibers may be an appropriate alternative to synthetic fibers, such as carbon and glass, in 
numerous ecological features but not regarding impact strength. Improvements in the impact 
strength of the composites may be attained while hybridization of natural fibers using different 
synthetic fibers. In consequence of ever stricter environmental necessities, also reinforcements of 
mineral origins, such as basalt, are largely studied. Basalt fibers have similar stiffness and strength 
but much superior thermal characteristics than glass ones though the quality of the reinforcements 
is highly responsive to the processing aspects.  On the other hand, little has been explained in the 
impact behavior of Intra-ply hybrid composites [102]. Pegoretti et al. [103] investigated low-
velocity impact response of E-glass-poly vinyl alcohol/polyester laminates in inter-ply and intra-
ply hybrid composites. It was noticed that, compared to inter-ply composites, the intra-ply hybrid 
laminates had superior impact performance. Wang [104] investigated low-velocity impact 
response of inter-ply and intra-ply hybrid basalt–aramid/epoxy composites. They depicted that the 
inter-ply composite had larger ductile indices, least peak contact force, and greater specific energy 
absorption than the intra-ply composites.  
Fiber metal laminates (FMLs) mix the higher ductile property allied with metals with the 
attractive fatigue and fracture properties of composite materials [124].  Fiber metal laminates have 
been employed to numerous aircraft; for example, aluminum/aramid composite is employed to the 
cargo door of military aircraft, and aluminum/glass on the upper fuselage of the Airbus A380 
[125]. Recently, Ti/CFRP composites are employed in supersonic aircraft that necessitate 
operating temperatures as high as 177 ºC. Impact tests on fiber metal composites signify that metal 
layers can restrict delamination growth and impactor penetration. Abdullah and Cantwell [126] 
investigated the impact response of a glass/polypropylene FML and noticed that the FML exhibited 
an impressive resistance to low and high-velocity impact loads. Yu at al. [127] reported that 
CARALL (Carbon fiber aluminum laminates) shows superior impact resistance than GLARE 
(Glass reinforced aluminum) owing to high strength and stiffness of carbon fiber. Vlot and Fredell 
[128] performed low-velocity impact tests on FMLs (glass-aluminum based) and depicted that 
they provide a better impact response than both a plain carbon fiber reinforced composite and an 
aluminum alloy. Bienias´ et al. [129] revealed that fiber metal laminates with carbon 
reinforcements absorb impact energy largely by penetration and perforation of the composite, 
while composites with glass reinforcements absorb energy by plastic deformations and 
delamination onset and growth under low-velocity conditions [130]. Investigations into shock 
loading induced perforation behavior are also performed on composites with the application of 
various metal layers [131-132].   
Shape memory alloy (SMA) wires reinforced inside the fiber-reinforced composite 
materials owing to their super-elastic response enabling significantly large strain-to-failure and 
elastic strain. With an elastic strain of about 15%, this high strain property of SMAs is mainly 
owing to a stress-induced martensitic phase shift generating a plateau area in the stress-strain 
curve. This character allows them to absorb a considerably high amount of strain energy than other 
fibers prior to their failure. Tsoi et al. [133] studied the influences of the pre-strains, location, and 
volume proportion of SMAs on the low-velocity impact damage response of SMA hybrid 
composites. They revealed that the interlaminar delamination area decreases as the pre-strain of 
SMA wires enhanced. Lau et al. [134] investigated the option to stitch SMAs into the composites 
to decrease the danger of delamination of the composites under impact load. The impact resistance 
characteristics of SMA stitched GFRP (glass fiber reinforced plastic) laminated subsequently to 
low-velocity impact were investigated. They depicted that the laminate strength increases and the 
number of trans-laminar cracks reduces by stitching the laminates by SMA wires. Paine and 
Rogers [135] studied the application of SMA's reinforced into composites to enhance the low-
velocity impact damage of composites. A graphite/bismaleimide composites embedded with NiTi 
wires was investigated under high energy impact loads, depicting that the wires in the hybrid 
composite avoided entire perforation under the impact. Moreover, it was noticed that all graphite 
composite had higher visible delamination than the hybrid ones and the peak contact forces of the 
hybrid composites were very larger than the graphite composites. 
It is extensively recognized that an enhancement in the impact resistance of composite 
materials with high stiffness fibers (e.g. carbon or glass) can be attained by combining them with 
high strain to failure properties (e.g. aramid, polyester or polyamide polymers), owing to the reason 
that this process (hybridization) mixes the superior mechanical characteristic of high stiffness 
reinforcements with the superior impact resistance of ductile fibers [99]. The mechanical 
properties and failure profile of these composites as a function of the ratio between various 
reinforcements and dispersion nature were studied and discussed by numerous researchers.  
3.1.1.4 Fiber stacking sequence 
Being a directional reliant behavior, the impact response of composite material having 
various fiber orientations was investigated over several years. To obtain superior impact 
properties, composite materials requires the correct placement of suitable reinforcements 
(material, orientation, and architecture) within the material, which provides a better chance to 
modify the material properties; on the other hand, it enhances the difficulty of the design issue 
[136-138]. Dorey [139] depicted that composites comprising +/- 45° surface layers provided 
higher impact resistance and superior post impact residual strength with respect to those having 0° 
surface plies. This was ascribed to the higher flexibility of the composite raising its capability to 
absorb energy elastically. Hong and Liu [140] and Liu [141] investigated the low-velocity impact 
response of a glass/epoxy composites having the stacking sequence [05/θ5/05], where 0 = 0, 15, 30, 
45, 60 and 90°. They noticed a significant rise in the delamination area as θ increased, with the 
energy necessary for delamination onset reducing as θ increased. The energy necessary for 
delamination onset was also affected by the several dissimilar interfaces, increasing as the number 
of interfaces raised. Clark [142] employed an analytical method to estimate the location and size 
of delaminations along the laminate thickness under low-velocity impact loading. Higher 
delaminations were estimated and noticed to happen as the angle between nearby layers increased, 
which supports the results of Hong and Liu [140-141]. Strait et al. [143] studied the influence of 
stacking sequence on the energy absorption during low-velocity impact tests of a carbon/epoxy 
laminates comprising three major stacking sequences, quasi-isotropic, cross-ply and [0/±45], with 
moderate changes in ply order in each fundamental lay-up geometry. The results depicted no clear-
cut influences of stacking sequence in terms of the energy absorption in delamination onset for the 
three main composite variants although the absorbed energy was affected by the minor 
modifications in lay-up for each basic geometry. Other investigations [144], on the other hand, 
concluded that the stacking sequence had insignificant or no influence on the energy absorption or 
the damage extent, mainly when the changes in stacking sequence were comparatively minor. The 
influence of stacking sequence on the impact response of laminates is, hence, not yet completely 
understood. 
 
Many investigators reported that the fiber architecture of the layers in composites 
significantly influences the impact response of a composite. A. Aktaset al. [145] investigated the 
influence of stacking sequence on the low-velocity impact response of sequentially stacked 
woven/knit fabric glass/epoxy laminates. They reported that specimens fabricated with an outer 
layer of woven fabric showed the most favorable impact response than that of the specimens with 
knitted fabric in the outer surface. Moreover, numerous authors have investigated the influence of 
stacking sequence in interply and intraply based hybrid composites. Prevorsek et al. [146] 
performed a high-velocity impact test on composites comprising hybrid configurations fabricated 
using glass and more ductile polyethylene fibers. They reported that specimens with glass side 
impact depict superior impact damage resistance. For the same arrangement, the penetration 
threshold of a hard side impact is double times greater than soft side impact. Tirillò et al. [147] 
investigated the effect of stacking sequence on the high-velocity impact response of basalt-
carbon/epoxy hybrid composite laminates. Four various stacking sequences such as sandwich-like 
and intercalated configurations were considered in their study. They concluded that the stacking 
sequence significantly influences the ballistic limit with the intercalated arrangement (basalt on 
the outer layers) showed the maximum ballistic limit among all the hybrids. Figures 12 and 13 
shows the schematics of different hybrid configurations and damage profiles of various specimens, 
respectively. A similar result was reported by Sarasini et al. [148] on low-velocity impact response 
of basalt-carbon/epoxy hybrid laminates. Fabrizio Sarasini et al [149] studied the effect of stacking 
sequence on hybrid composites fabricated employing carbon (C) and flax (F) fiber epoxy prepregs 
with two different configurations based on the reinforcement of flax as outer layers and carbon as 
inner layers (FCF) or vice versa (CFC) under low-velocity impact load. They reported that FCF 
configuration shows better impact damage tolerance than CFC owing to the reason that the outer 
flax fibers hinder the crack growth in the composite. Park and Jang [150] studied the influence of 
stacking sequence on the low-velocity impact response of aramid-glass hybrid laminates. They 
reported that placement of aramid plies at the outer surface increase the impact resistance owing 
to the reason that the high strain to failure fibers at the outer side can undergo higher deformation. 
Similar results were observed by [151]. Kim et al. [152] performed a similar investigation on 
hybrid composites with plies of brittle CFRP bonded with ductile aramid or glass or UHMPE 
fibers. The conclusion was that composites on hard side impact provide superior impact resistance 
than soft side impact. The explanation is that the hard side absorbs most of the impact energy in 
the form of fracture and interlaminar delamination and the rest of the energy is dissipated in the 
form of plastic work done by the soft ductile layer. Sayer et al. [153] studied the low-velocity 
impact response and failure profile of Glass–Carbon/epoxy hybrid laminates with various impact 
face i.e. Glass–Carbon (GC) and Carbon–Glass (CG). Vital conclusions acquired from their 
experimental investigation are; CG sample has least energy absorption potential than GC samples, 
penetration threshold of CG sample is one-third time higher than GC, raising the carbon plies in 
CG samples depicted insignificant influence in penetration threshold value. On visually studying 
the impacted samples, there were numerous small matrix cracks and some interlaminar 
delamination in the glass plies. While the carbon plies depicted indentation and resin cracks with 
some fiber failure. Hosur et al. [154] performed an experimental investigation (low-velocity 
impact test) to evaluate the behavior of four various hybrid configurations fabricated using twill 
weave carbon fabric and plain weave S2 glass fabric. They reported that material on the rear side 
plays a significant role in the impact behavior mainly bending stiffness influence. Stacking 
sequence changes within the laminate lead to advanced tailoring that may result in the alternation 
of load paths within the material and lead to more favorable stress distribution and better structural 
performance. Hence, composites that are to be employed in impact-prone applications should have 
a stacking sequence that is optimized to both withstand the mechanical loads and enhance the 
damage resistance. To enhance the damage resistance of a composite material, designers should 
be capable to estimate the influences of varying the stacking sequence. This is a difficult task, due 
to the intricate mechanisms by which failure can grow along the composite. 
It was concluded by many researchers that altering the ply stacking sequence influence the 
peak contact force, delamination area, residual impact strength, and damage width. Designing a 
composite includes employing the optimum configuration of the ingredient materials within the 
composite. Presently, impact response of composite materials with various design variables, such 
as geometries, material properties, fabrication and test conditions, etc. has been extensively studied 
by several researchers [136-137]. Attractively, one investigation factor concerning the stacking 
sequence, as one of the dominating aspect influencing the impact responses, has created large 
interest from several researchers [138]. Hence in the past, a significant number of allied 
investigations have been performed to explore the influence of stacking sequence on the impact 
response.   
3.1.2 Matrix and Interface system 
 Similar to the fiber system, the impact behavior of composite materials is highly influenced 
by the matrix and interface systems. The matrix system in a composite material assists to defend, 
align and stabilize the reinforcements as well as aid load transfer from one fiber to another [155]. 
The application of thermoplastics dominates in short fiber-reinforced and unreinforced materials. 
Under impact loading, thermoplastic matrix systems such as polyetheretherketone (PEEK) and 
polyphenylene sulphide (PPS) provide a promising substitute to thermosetting resins. In the early 
90s, the impact behavior and damage tolerance of thermoplastic composites had been investigated 
to identify why such composites were mostly high damage tolerant than thermosetting composites 
[156]. A few researchers have studied the effect of matrix type on the capability of thermoplastic 
composite materials to resist penetration [157], absorb energy, and withstand damage at various 
temperatures. Carbon fiber-reinforced PEEK (APC2) composites provide the most favorite 
dynamic toughness. These materials absorb a significant quantity of impact energy while 
encountering just little extent of damage [158-159]. Another benefit of carbon fiber-reinforced 
PEEK (APC2) composites is that its thermoplastic resin enables quick repair employing fusion 
methods such as the hot press method. Here, the damage can be repaired by just heating the 
structure at a temperature higher than the melting point of the resin, reforming and then cooling. 
Carbon/PEEK composites have acquired only very little interest under high-velocity impact load. 
Carbon/PEEK composites have comparatively poor high-velocity impact behavior. Certainly, 
semi-crystalline thermoplastic matrices provide numerous benefits over traditional thermosetting 
matrix such as epoxies: superior chemical resistance, better impact, and excellent resistances, and 
they can be employed over a broad temperature range. 
  On the other hand, the thermosetting resin system still dominates continuous fiber-
reinforced composite materials, as they are mainly suitable for impregnation into the 
reinforcement. Thermoset resin-based composites are progressively employed as weight-critical 
components in the aerospace sector, largely as they offer higher strength and stiffness 
characteristics than conventional metals. Hence, thermosetting matrix composites have been 
widely employed over the past 40 years in the aeronautical sector. Although thermosetting matrix 
system depicts superior mechanical characteristics, they also show undeniable limitations, such as 
the requirement for storage at low-temperature, a hard-to-manage cure procedure, a long curing 
duration, and handmade draping, which induces numerous irreversible flaws of the fabricating 
procedure. Composites fabricated using thermosetting matrix systems experience higher 
interlaminar delamination than thermoplastic composites [160]. Therefore, the development and 
tailoring of thermoset based material characteristics for impact resistance have turned out to be a 
vital theme of many investigations [161].  
Most of the aerospace composites were based on thermosetting matrix system, which has 
superior temperature performance and higher stiffness and strength compared to other matrix 
systems. The weaknesses of these types of matrix systems, such as brittleness, comparatively long 
processing cycle necessitated to make certain complete curing and provide better bonding across 
the interface sites, created the interest to the other type of processing conditions or matrix system. 
Thermoplastic matrix systems provide enhanced toughness owing to somewhat higher energy at 
first failure and ultimate energy than that of thermoset systems. Their production can be fast and 
may be economic. There is not any comprehensive research to compare the low- or high-velocity 
impact response of both matrix types: thermoset and thermoplastic. The recommendation for 
altering the conventional thermoset matrix with thermoplastic one could not be justified with the 
presently available data and hence, thermoplastic matrix based composites must be limited to some 
specific impact applications.    
 The impact performance of fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites relies on the bond 
strength between the matrix and fiber system. The predominant damage under low-velocity impact 
is interlaminar delamination [162]. This damage mode is normally generated by the propagation 
and the bridging of the cracks owing to opening forces. Interlaminar delamination is often 
propagated by interlaminar shear stresses (mode II) generated by the bending of the composite 
under the impact load [163]. Improvements in the interlaminar characteristics of fiber reinforced 
polymer matrix composites were attained through various methods such as stitching [164], 
reinforcement surface treatment [165] and interleaving technique [166]. 
 Commonly, the grafting-onto micro-fillers or dispersion of the carbon nanotube in the 
matrix were two common methods mentioned in previous literature. Figure 14 depicts the 
schematics of deposition or dispersion of nano- or micro-fillers on fiber or matrix system.  Among 
these techniques, dispersing carbon nanotubes with the resin is presently the most facile and 
inexpensively well-matched route (Figure 14(b)). Carbon nanotubes with outstanding mechanical 
characteristics and high surface to volume ratio have depicted considerable improvements in the 
impact behavior of composites [167]. Yokozeki et al. [168] modified carbon fiber composites with 
various concentrations of carbon nanotubes. By incorporating 5% (by weight) of the nanotubes, 
the interlaminar fracture toughness increased by 97% in mode I and by 30% in mode II. M. 
Siegfried et al. [169] investigated the influence of carbon nanotubes on the low-velocity impact 
response of carbon/epoxy composites. Three nano-composites that vary in the carbon nanotube 
dispersion and functionalization are employed as a matrix system. They reported that the 
nanotubes have a dual influence on composite characteristics: (1) they enhance the interlaminar 
fracture toughness (mode II), but (2) they also induce them more vulnerable to the resin cracks 
resulting in a higher delamination area. Of the two groups of carbon nanotubes, single-walled and 
multi-walled tubes, the latter has been more widely employed for the preparation of enhanced 
hierarchical composites [170], owing to their easy availability, low cost in large amounts and ease 
of uniform dispersion. Hence, the possibilities of single-walled carbon nanotubes for application 
in hierarchical composites are largely unknown. Some investigations, on the other hand, have 
depicted that single-walled tubes provide better performance owing to their smaller diameter, 
higher aspect ratios, more uniform load transfer and superior mechanical properties [171]. 
However, they are recognized to pose challenges in terms of dispersion, necessitating the 
introduction of appropriate functionalization methods which address these problems while not 
damaging the single-walled molecular structure. Asharfi et al. [172] dispersed single-walled 
carbon nanotubes in the epoxy matrix system of carbon fiber composites. The incorporation of the 
single-walled tubes led to a reduction of the resin fracture toughness by 12%. On the other hand, 
the interlaminar fracture toughness enhanced by 13% in mode I and 28% in mode II. Wichman et 
al. [173] showed that the incorporation of multiwalled carbon nanotubes in 0.3 wt. % in 
glass/epoxy laminates through resin transfer molding enhanced the shear properties although no 
definite improvement was recorded for mode I and mode II fracture tests. Complete utilization of 
carbon nanotube has not been fully effective in nano-composites owing to the restrictions 
associated with the uniform dispersion of aggregated nano-tubes [174, 175]. The dispersion 
efficiency of carbon nanotubes in a resin relies on the proportion of fillers, dispersion morphology, 
bonding nature with the polymer, aspect ratio and waviness of nano-tubes [176]. A suitable level 
of carbon nanotube reinforcement is mostly attained by high ultrasonication or shear mixing in 
three rolls process. Else, aggregation of carbon nanotubes generates flaws which aggravate the 
mechanical properties of nano-composite [177, 178].  
 Grafting of nano-particles onto the filler was developed as an alternative method to 
generate a multiscale reinforcement (Figure 14(a)). This method enhances stress transfer among 
filler and matrix system and decreases dispersing challenge. Growing carbon nanotubes on the 
reinforcements has established a high possibility to generate a modified interface. Mechanical 
attachment of carbon nanotubes forest introduced on the reinforcements to the matrix and their 
molecular interaction are the parameters which enhance the adhesion [179]. Rahmanian et al. [180] 
demonstrated a considerable rise in impact strength of carbon nanotube grown short fiber–
polypropylene composite under low-velocity impact. Dichiara et al. [181] prepared hybrid filler 
by growing carbon nanotubes on the graphene nano-platelets. They obtained the most favorable 
dispersion of the hybrid fillers and enhanced the interfacial adhesion. On the other hand, the 
application of both carbon nanotube and micro-fillers was not often paid interest. Separate addition 
of nano-fillers or micro-fillers into a matrix system has established enhancement in some 
mechanical characteristics whereas impaired other. The literature that describes the resin 
modification of thermosetting composites using thermoplastics are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. 
 In addition, employing nano-scale fibers in composites [182, 183] provides the chance to 
develop the fiber–matrix interface strength and improve the matrix-reliant characteristics with least 
weight penalty (Figure 14(c)). These fillers can be applied to improve the fracture characteristics 
of matrices and composites owing to their capability to act as a reinforcing phase at the nano-level. 
Kostopoulos et al. [184] reported a rise of 100% in fracture energy subsequent to the application 
of 1% carbon nanofiber in the resin. The study on the fracture surfaces depicted wide fiber bridging 
owing to the existence of carbon nanofibers, which resulted in the improved fracture 
characteristics. Arai et al. [185] reported that application of carbon nanofiber interlayer in carbon 
fiber reinforced composites considerably enhanced the fracture toughness under mode I and mode 
II loading. Walker et al. [186], under low-velocity impact, employed various types of short fibers 
(PA web/Kevlar/nylon/PEEA) both arbitrarily and uniformly in the interlaminar site attaining thus 
a decrement in delamination area. Sohn and Hu [187] employed aramid chopped fibers as the 
transverse reinforcements in carbon fiber composites. The existence of the chopped fibers 
enhanced the interlaminar delamination toughness by around 100%. Furthermore, Sohn and Hu 
[188] have depicted that dispersing moderate quantity of chopped fibers between two adjacent 
plies can enhance the mode II delamination toughness. On the other hand, these developments are 
attained by sacrificing in-plane mechanical properties.  
Shear thickening fluid is commonly employed to impregnate with aramid reinforcements 
to improve the interfacial strength (Figure 14(d)). Shear thickening fluid includes oxide particles 
(polyethylene glycol and colloidal silica) in a liquid polymer. When shear stress is employed, the 
viscosity of the shear thickening fluid enhances as it acts as a non-Newtonian fluid. At the instant 
of impact loading, shear thickening fluid assumes a solid-like response. After impact loading, they 
go again to their fluid condition [202-203]. Colloidal silica components generate a sealing coat 
that improves the ballistic impact resistance of the woven reinforcements.  As the colloidal silica 
in the shear thickening fluid generates hydro clusters, impregnation of the fibers with shear 
thickening fluid leads to a microstructural modification which improve the hydrodynamic stress 
in the suspension and enhance the ability to withstand ballistic impact [204-205]. Studies have 
reported that the ballistic impact resistance of aramid reinforcements is enhanced by incorporation 
with silica particles. Moreover, compared with aramid reinforcements with no shear thickening 
fluid impregnation, it was recognized that this incorporation improved the flexibility and decreased 
the necessary thickness for sufficient protection [206]. Majumdar et al. [204] reported that the 
shear thickening fluid concentration increases the energy absorption capacity and reduces the 
number of fiber layers necessary for the desired shielding under low-velocity impact. Shear 
thickening fluid enhances the friction among the fiber filaments on impacts and decreases the 
number of layers employed in laminates by between 40 and 80% [207-208]. Compared to 
composites fabricated with aramid reinforcement that is not treated with shear thickening fluid, 
around a 50% increase in energy absorption was obtained when aramid was impregnated by shear 
thickening fluid [209]. 
There are many reasons why thermoplastic composite materials are superior as aero-
structures: higher toughness compared with thermosetting matrices, natural flame retardancy and 
they are allied with low-cost fabricating methods such as thermo-folding, stamping, welding and 
co-consolidation [159]. On the other hand, the thermosetting resin system still dominates 
continuous fiber-reinforced composite materials, as they are mainly suitable for impregnation into 
the reinforcement and offer higher specific strength and stiffness characteristics. Hence, 
thermosetting matrix composites have been widely employed in lightweight high-performance 
applications. On the other hand, composites fabricated using thermosetting matrix systems 
experience higher interlaminar delamination than thermoplastic composites [160]. Therefore, the 
development and tailoring of thermoset based material characteristics for impact resistance 
(through grafting-onto micro or nano-fillers and shear thickening fluid) have turned out to be a 
vital theme of many investigations [161]. 
3.2 Geometrical factors 
The previous sections discussed the role of various constituent materials on the impact 
mechanism of the composite. In order to have a wider viewpoint on geometrical factors, this 
section emphasizes three key factors: thickness, scaling, and curvature. 
3.2.1 Thickness: 
  A practical factor allied to the application of composites is the composite thickness, as 
thick composites interact on various ways with the externally applied loading than thin composites 
[227]. Thickness is the vital parameter as it alters energy absorption mode and area of failure of 
the composites [228]. The predominant failure mode occurred during the impact event is mainly 
decided by the composite laminate thickness. It is considered that the deformation response along 
the thickness direction of thin composite structures is the same along the whole thickness. 
However, if the thickness of the composite structure is raised the deformation and the induced 
stress response of the laminate might be different at the various position along the thickness 
direction. 
 Quaresimin et al. [229] studied the influence of laminate thickness on the energy absorption 
of woven carbon–epoxy composite laminates under low-velocity impact. They reported that the 
delamination threshold-load and -energy for the damage initiation and the peak contact force were 
closely reliant on the thickness. The failure threshold shifts to larger impact energies as the 
laminate thickness increases. It was reported that the threshold load for the main failure is 
independent of the incipient impact energy, but it is largely reliant on the laminate thickness. G. 
Caprino and V. Lopresto [230] reported that the penetration energy for composites under low-
velocity impacts increases as the panel thickness increases. Thick composites are less vulnerable 
to impact damages than thin composites. Wang et al. [231] investigated the low-velocity impact 
response of flax reinforced composites. They reported that contact force and Hertzian force 
increased and ductility index reduced as the thickness increased. De Morais et al. [232] 
investigated the effect of laminate thickness on repeated low energy impact behavior of glass, 
carbon and aramid fabrics reinforced composites. They reported that that below a particular energy 
level the laminate thickness is the most pertinent factor that decides the impact resistance. The 
glass fiber reinforced laminates depicted the steepest rise on the impact resistance with raising 
laminate thickness. This response was characterized mainly to the larger areal coverage of the 
glass fiber employed. Moreover, the isotropic response of glass fibers with respect to the 
anisotropic nature of aramid and carbon fibers was also of relevance. R. Park and J. Jang [233] 
studied the influence of laminate thickness on low-velocity impact response of aramid/vinyl-ester 
composites. The laminate thickness altered the impact absorption mode from plate bending stress 
to local stress. Stavropoulos C. and Papanicolaou G [234] reported that an increase in the 
individual lamina thickness produced superior ballistic impact behavior compared to increasing 
the number of plies employed in the composite. The damage modes generated under impact load 
in fiber-reinforced composites are quite intricate. Generally, there are three key damage modes: 
resin cracking, fiber failure, and interlaminar delamination.  Dhakal et al. [235] reported that the 
thickness has a significant role in the low-velocity impact damage behavior of jute MSO 
biocomposites. However, the correlation among impact response and damage profile and its extent 
has not been well understood against laminate thickness. From the previous literature, it is 
observed that the influence of thickness on the dynamic response of composite structures at high 
velocities is not reported in detail. 
The span-to-thickness ratio of the sample highly influences the failure of the fibers in the 
outer layers owing to the bending moment under impact loading [236]. The maximum axial fiber 
stress is positioned immediately underneath the impactor. A larger span-to-thickness ratio requires 
a larger strain to fail the samples. The rise in span-to-thickness ratio also negate the effects of the 
damage on the impact behavior as the bending tend to be more global with material effects 
averaged over a higher area. The general rule is that raising the span-to-thickness ratio of the 
sample decreases the shear mode of deformation under impact loading. 
Cho [237] compared the impact response and damage pattern of composite samples with 
various span-to-thickness ratios under low-velocity impact using 2D and 3D FEM approach. This 
comparison allowed to claim that a span-to-thickness ratio higher than 30 is a fair condition for 
the application of the 2D FEM technique. The investigations made by [238] enabled the authors 
to claim that that perforation energy of composite laminates is influenced by the span-to-thickness 
ratio under low-velocity impact. Even with a minor change in span-to-thickness ratio significantly 
varies the stiffness, peak load, and contact duration. At a smaller ratio, higher stiffness, larger peak 
load, and short duration were observed. Moreover, a lower amount of interlaminar delamination 
was noticed for a smaller span-to-thickness ratio. At high-velocity impact, the perforation energy 
does not reliant considerably on the sample span-to-thickness ratio owing to the short contact 
duration of the event. 
3.2.2 Scaling effects  
There has been rising attention in understanding the effect of scaling in the dynamic impact 
behavior of composites as they are largely exposed to impact loads [239]. There are several factors 
that influence the behavior and failure onset of an impact problem. So as to understand the 
influence of each factor, defining some non-dimensional variable and analyze its change will be 
the appropriate technique. Scaling a behavior to the prototype sample is an additional benefit of 
non-dimensionalization. Sankar [240] developed a technique for non-dimensionalizing the impact 
equations in association with five-dimensional factors. Moreover, semi-empirical equations were 
provided for peak contact force and contact duration for both small and large mass impact tests. 
Damodar et al [241] discussed the preliminary analytical and experimental results to validate the 
accurateness of scaling laws for a thin composite laminate under low-velocity impact load. The 
scaled configuration seems to encounter critical failure than the reference one. 
Morton [242] experimentally studied the size effects in the impact behavior of some CFRP 
composite laminates with various stacking sequences employing the Buckingham-π theorem. It 
was reported that the contact force must scale as the scaling factor squared, whereas the contact 
time must scale linearly with the scaling factor. It was noticed that the impact strength enhanced 
considerably with reducing sample size. Swanson [243] performed low-velocity drop-weight and 
high-velocity air gun impact tests on CFRP laminated plates and cylinders. It was reported that the 
severity of interlaminar delamination reliant on specimen size, while the strength and strain to 
failure of the samples did not change significantly with size. Comprehensive investigations have 
also been done to study scaling effects in both the quasi-static and low-velocity impact behavior 
of FML (fiber metal laminate) composites and sandwich composites with rigid-foam core and 
CFRP skin structures. It was reported that for both types of composites, there was no considerable 
effect of scaling in the mechanical behavior under quasi-static conditions. Also, under impact load, 
the contact force, displacement, and failure threshold energy were noticed to be independent of 
size. 
Mckown, Cantwell, and Jones [244] analyzed the scaling effect in FML based on a factor 
(ratio of the characteristic length in a small-scaled sample to the corresponding value in the full-
scale component) with four values, namely 1. 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25. They reported that the normalized 
load-deflection traces, failure threshold energy and perforation energy, resembles the better 
correlation of the scaling law. On the other hand, the transient behavior of the material property 
encourages variations in scaling laws for transient impact like strain-rate performance. The 
stacking sequence was scaled using two approaches viz., ply-level scaling (changing thickness of 
each layer) and sub-laminate level scaling (duplication of simple structure). The results of low-
velocity impact tests gave an indication of good arrangement with simple scaling laws. Zhou and 
G.A.O. Davies [245] reported that impact testing of full-scale components under different 
conditions is very costly, and is rarely performed. Instead, the prototype (small coupon) tests are 
carried out, and their data are employed for the valuation of scaled design in combination with the 
consideration of physical similarity. Scaling approaches should allow to make certain that the 
performance of a sample is representative of the full-scaled component and to enable the 
extrapolation of outcomes for variations in scale. They also found that the development of such an 
approach turns out to be ‘almost impossible' when failure happens.   
An examination of the previous published literature on scaling effects shows that some of 
the previous investigations have focused on studying the behavior of the composites based on 
unidirectional fabrics, whereas little interest has been provided to woven and textile composites, 
regardless of the fact that these fabrics provide several benefits, such as a higher notched 
sensitivity, a better impact resistance, and lower manufacturing costs, compared to their 
unidirectional counterparts. Also, it is obvious that very fewer investigations have been done at 
impact energies higher than that necessary for the impactor to perforate the composite. This 
perforation threshold is obviously of importance when configuring components that are necessary 
to defend personnel during impact loads such as blast and explosions. 
3.2.3 Curvature: 
Curvature has a considerable influence on the response of composites under impact loads. 
Apart from the few experimental studies allied with investigating the influence of curvature on 
impact response, most of the publications utilize the numerical modeling or commercial FEM 
software. Moreover, numerous practical composite structures comprise curved geometries, but 
only a few researchers have studied the influence of impact load on such components [246]. Gong 
et al. [247] analyzed the low-velocity impact response of orthotropic cylindrical composite shells. 
They introduced an analytical force function derived from material properties, the mass of the 
shell/striker and the impact velocity to estimate the impact force behavior. This force function was 
employed to illustrate contact-force histories for various conditions of impactor masses and 
velocity. Khalili et al. [248] investigated the dynamic behavior of a thin smart (embedded with 
shape memory wires) curved composite materials subjected to a low-velocity impact. Their 
investigation was derived from the linear Hertzian contact model which is linearized for the impact 
study of the curved composite structures. The governing equations of the curved composites are 
given by the first-order shear deformation theory and solved by Fourier series. Kistler and Waas 
[249] investigated the effect of in-plane and transverse boundary conditions, the influence of 
curvature and the validity of linear and non-linear plate theory on the transverse low-velocity 
impact of curved composite structures. They reported that as the thickness reduces, deformations 
raise and the influences of curvature turn out to be progressively more important. The investigation 
established the significance of considering bending and membrane influences for studying the 
impact on curved composites and reported that these influences were more vital than inertia effects 
for the range of velocities and impact energies investigated. Saghafi et al. [250] studied the 
influence of preloading on the impact behavior of curved composite panels. The top and bottom 
sides of the specimens were put under tensile and compressive stress respectively, and the 
laminates curvature also increased. Their results depicted that preloading the plate had an extreme 
influence on the impact factors such as ultimate displacement and damage area. They reported that 
as the preload raises, the peak load and displacement raised and decreased, respectively. This was 
mainly owing to the rise in stiffness of the panel. Choi [251] numerically investigated the transient 
low-velocity impact behavior of composite plate and cylindrical shells subjected to low-velocity 
impact. They reported that plates/shells with higher curvatures constantly showed lower 
deflections and higher forces than the flat plate. Leylek et al. [252] performed a finite element 
analysis on the low-velocity impact of curved composite structures. It was depicted that as the 
radius of curvature of the structures rises, the peak contact force reduced. The mesh element ratio 
of striker and composite structure played a vital function and they demonstrated that the FE 
analyses might be employed effectively in the impact behavior of curved composite panels. Goo 
and Kim [253] proposed a 3D FE analyses to predict the low-velocity impact response of curved 
composite laminates. They mentioned drawbacks of the modified Hertz contact law such as its 
failure to include thickness and stacking sequence. They studied the impact force-time response of 
curved composite laminates with different curvatures and stacking sequences and explained the 
influences of curvature on the impact response of composite panels.  
 Shivakumar et al. [254] employed spring-mass and energy balance models to study the 
low-velocity impact response on curved composites laminates. In their formulation, a two-degree 
of freedom model is carried out comprising of four springs for bending, shear, membrane and 
contact deformation features. On the other hand, the impact force was measured devote of 
considering the failure effects of the plate. Investigations performed by Singh and Mahajan [255] 
showed that the force and deflection behavior of the composites is highly reliant on the extent of 
failure in composite laminates under low-velocity impact. Their model was capable to estimate the 
inter-laminar and intra-laminar failure influences on the stiffness of the curved composite panel. 
The failure induced a reduction of stiffness at the impact site and hence lower contact force. The 
FE simulations proved that failure alters the nature of the impact force time history. Interlaminar 
delamination and resin cracking induce considerable variation in the characteristics of the 
composite which are reliant on the extent of failure. Olsson [256-258] addressed these issues and 
he introduced an analytical model to study the small mass impact on composites with delamination 
growth and damage. Shahid et al. [259] reported the impact force behavior as a major factor 
characterizing impact resistance of curved composites under low-velocity impact. They introduced 
an analytical formulation to predict the impact resistance of curved composites beyond the initial 
failure state through altering the spring constant in Hertzian contact law which is a function of the 
failure extent in composites. Arachchige and Ghasemnejad [260] introduced a theoretical 
formulation to estimate the transverse impact of curved variable stiffness composite plates under 
low-velocity impact. They reported that varying the thickness of composites changes the impulse 
response of composite structures. The model was derived from the first order shear deformation 
theory and behavior of variable stiffness composites are estimated with a range of geometries and 
layups under low-velocity impact loads. 
Over the past two decades, numerous researchers have studied the influence of curvature 
on the impact behavior of composites, with the attention, however, is largely kept on low-velocity 
impact tests. Composites laminates with higher curvatures constantly showed lower deflection and 
higher contact force than the flat plates. The majority of investigation on high-velocity impact has 
been performed on plane targets. Several researchers have employed various mathematical models 
to analyze the impact damage response of different curved composite materials and structures. 
From the knowledge of the authors, there is still a need to study the impact behavior of curved 
composite plates experimentally. Invoking such kind of experimental studies may reveal sufficient 
realistic and accurate information on complicated damage mechanism of curved composites. 
3.3 Impactor characteristics: 
The constituent and geometrical parameters are broadly investigated parameters in the 
study of impact mechanics of composites. Relatively little interest has been given in the literature 
to the impactor shape, size, velocity, mass, and angle. 
3.3.1 Impactor shape and size 
 In past research, the most frequent impactor shape employed has been hemispherical, 
usually 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) diameter. On the other hand, a dropped tool on a composite structure 
during maintenance may not always impact the structure with a comparatively blunt shape such as 
a hemisphere [261]. Figures 15 and 16 depicts the photographic images of various shapes of 
impactor and perforation patterns in the target plate impacted by different nose projectiles, 
respectively. In Mitrevski et al. [262], the influence of impactor shape was studied employing 
hemispherical, conical and ogival impactors using a drop weight test set up on thin quasi-isotropic 
CFRP composite laminates. They reported that the laminates impacted by the conical impactor 
absorbed the most energy and generated the highest penetration depth. The blunter hemispherical 
impactor generated the highest peak contact force and shortest contact duration. The failure 
threshold limit was largest for the hemispherical impactor subsequently the ogival and conical 
impactors, respectively. Lee et al. [263] performed low-velocity impact tests on simply supported 
sheet molding compound laminates employing flat, conical, hemispherical, and semi-cylindrical 
impactors. They noticed that flat and hemispherical impactors generated identical damage 
mechanisms and energy dissipation levels. The semi-cylindrical impactor generated a vertically 
propagating crack. The local indentation generated by the flat and hemispherical impactors led to 
a rise in energy dissipation compared to the semi-cylindrical impactor. Local penetration was 
noticed from the conical impactor which led to the lowest dissipated impact energy. Zhou et al. 
[264] observed that altering the impactor shape changed the failure mechanism of composite 
laminates under low-velocity impact. Moreover, they reported that the type of damage mechanism 
generated by the impact influenced the energy dissipation capacity of the specimen. Mines et al. 
[265], under high-velocity impact,  noticed that flat and hemispherical impactors generated higher 
delamination areas compared to a conical impactor in both z-stitched and woven composite 
laminates of varying thickness. Using finite element analysis, Kim and Goo [266] modeled the 
influence of changing the ratio among impactor nose lengths to impactor radius, where a ratio of 
one depicts a hemispherical impactor, on the low-velocity impact behavior of GFRP composites. 
The ratios tested were 0.1, 1 and 10. It was noticed that as the ratio reduced, the peak force raised 
and the contact duration shortened. The post-impact residual compressive and tensile properties of 
composite structures are affected by the damage area and mechanisms produced by the impact 
[267-271]. Dhakal et al. [272] studied the effects of impact tup geometries on the damage 
resistance of non-woven hemp fiber reinforced unsaturated polyester composites under low-
velocity impact. They reported that there was a significant influence of impact tup geometry on 
the impact damage modes. Different impactor shapes will generate various failure mechanisms 
and damage areas in composite structures; thus the residual characteristics of the material will vary 
as per the impactor shape. It is thus vital to investigate the influence of various impactor shapes on 
the damage resistance and tolerance of composite structures.  
 Bulent Murat Icten et al. [273] studied the effect of impactor diameter on low-velocity 
impact response of woven GFRP composites. Laminas were impacted by applying an impactor of 
mass 5 kg at various energy levels ranging from 5 J to perforation thresholds of the material at 
ambient condition. They concluded that the impactor diameter considerably affects the impact and 
post impact compression response of composite laminates. For the same impact energies, the 
stiffness and peak contact force is higher for the larger diameter of the impactor. Furthermore, 
penetration and perforation thresholds increase with raising impactor diameter. At low impact 
energies (below penetration threshold), the absorbed energy decreases with raising impactor 
diameter. For all impactor diameters, residual compression strength after impact decreases with 
raising impact energy. At specific impact energy, residual strength increases with raising impactor 
diameter. Research which considered the influence of impactor shape and size has largely been in 
the high-velocity impact field where, for example, the impact resistance of armor has resulted in 
research into the ballistic limit of projectile shapes [274]. On the other hand, it is known that 
specimens respond in a different way to high-velocity impacts where there is a localized behavior 
compared to low-velocity impacts where a global response may dominate. Further investigation is 
necessary to study the influence of impactor size and shape on damage mechanisms and impact 
properties of composite materials under low-velocity impact loading conditions. 
3.3.2 Impactor mass and velocity: 
A few pieces of research have dealt with investigating the role of impactor mass and 
velocity on impact response of composite materials. Numerous previous investigations on this area 
are based on constant mass testing approaches devote of considering how this impact energy is 
obtained (velocity and mass combination). Various impact velocities result in various strain rates, 
and some researchers have reported that strain rate effects may play a role in the response of 
composites subjected to impact loads [275]. Woven and tape laminates have dissimilar strain rate 
sensitivity [276], and thus it is vital to differentiate them. Numerous researchers have studied the 
influence of impactor mass under the low-velocity impact of tape composite laminates, obtaining 
identical conclusions. Ambur et al. [277] performed impact test on 48 plies composite laminates 
at four different masses (ranging from 1.1 to 9 kg); in the range investigated (from 10 to 33 J) no 
obvious effect was noticed allied to the impactor mass. Feraboli et al. [278] investigated various 
factors in low-velocity impact comprising the impactor mass; one of the most important 
conclusions was that equi-energetic impacts doubling the impactor mass do not generate any 
influence on damage and stiffness. Bucinell et al. [279] increased the mass ratio among the heaviest 
and the lightest up to 5, and even with this large difference of impactor mass, the peak contact 
force was noticed to be only a function of the impact energy. With those results, it could be 
concluded that tape composite laminates do not depict impactor mass effect for the same impact 
energy. The strain rate influence was noticed to be not ignorable for woven composite laminates 
[280-281]. It is likely to find some investigations [281-284] in which the strain rate sensitivity has 
been investigated, achieving sensible changes in the strength properties. Concerning the response 
of this architecture under low-velocity impacts, various authors have arrived various conclusions 
regarding the effect of impactor mass. Robinson and Davies [285] investigated the effect of 
impactor mass in carbon/epoxy woven composite laminates; in this case three various masses 
(1.15, 1.59 and 2.04 kg) have been employed for the investigation, concluding that, in the range 
of energies investigated (up to 12 J) impact failure was function of only on impact energy. In recent 
times, Zabala et al. [285], investigated the failure produced by equi-energetic impacts employing 
five various masses (from 2 to 9 kg) in 2.3 mm thickness CFRP woven composite laminates. In 
this condition, they have concentrated in the energy range in which just interlaminar delamination 
is produced (from 1.5 to 9 J) arguing that only resin dominant failures are rate sensitive. They have 
noticed that lighter impacts produce larger delaminated area, owing to the reduction of interlaminar 
fracture toughness as the impact velocity (and hence strain rate) raises. Afterward, the same authors 
have noticed similar conclusions in the double cantilever beam test carried out at various rates 
[286]. It is likely to state that in the condition of woven composite laminates, there is no obvious 
consensus regarding the effect of the impactor mass. 
3.3.3 Angle of obliquity 
The investigations on the impact that explains the influence of impact angles on composite 
structures are still in their infancy. Published literature on oblique impact behavior is very less 
[287]. Most of research and publications [288] concerning the analysis of impacts on composite 
materials deal with the normal impact. However, normal impacts not often take place in the 
practical case; composite structures are mostly impacted at some oblique angle. Also, depending 
on the impact angle with respect to the target, rebounding or ricocheting can take place. Figures 
17 and 18 shows an aerofoil section subjected to impact under normal and oblique angle 
conditions, and variation of the energy transfer and ballistic limit with the impact angle, 
respectively. The influence of obliquity on energy dissipation and the damage have not been 
broadly investigated, mainly lacking researches concerning the discussion of different kinds of 
failure modes. Therefore it is vital to investigate the influence of oblique impacts on composite 
structures to enhance their impact performance.  
 One of the initial efforts to investigate oblique ballistic impact was performed by Zener 
and Peterson [289]. They reported that compared to normal impact, the oblique impact had larger 
ballistic limit velocity mainly owing to the rise in distance traveled by the impactor. Kumar and 
Bhat [290] investigated the influence of impact angle on the energy dissipation and the damage 
area of GFRP composites under high-velocity impact. They made a correlation between the energy 
dissipation and the damage area. Interestingly, they also noticed that the energy dissipated by the 
target reduced and then rose with the angle of impact. In 2006 Yang, I. Y et al. [291] studied the 
influence of oblique impact on the penetration characteristics of composite laminates, reporting 
that the penetration energy raised as the angle of slope on the target increased. W. Xie et al. [292] 
studied the ballistic impact response of CFRP composites at impact angles of 0°, 30° and 45° with 
the velocity ranging from 70 to 280 m/s. They concluded that, for a particular impact velocity, the 
energy absorption increases with an increase in impact angle. Figure 19 shows the C-scan images 
for different oblique angles and impact energies. The failure profile on the front side was different 
among normal and oblique impact [296]. Under normal impact, fiber failure induced by shearing 
was noticed on the front side. Under oblique impact, a visible crater associated with fiber failure 
and numerous splits at both crater ends were produced owing to a higher contact area. Chu C. K. 
et al. [293] performed oblique ballistic impact test with basket fabric AFRP composites, they 
depicted that the degree of ricochet of AFRP laminates is higher than conventional metal. In recent 
times, Pernas-Sanchez, J. et al. [294] have investigated the influence of high-velocity impacts on 
CFRP tape quasi-isotropic laminates. They depicted that the damage generated by the oblique 
impact is lower than the normal impact at velocities below the ballistic limit. The response is the 
contrary at velocities higher than the ballistic limit. 
Zhou et al. [295] investigated the influence of the angle of obliquity on the penetration 
resistance of three various sandwich composites derived from two cross-linked PVC (Polyvinyl 
chloride) cores and PET (polyethylene terephthalate) foam under low-velocity impact. Similar 
values of peak force were noticed for the three angles investigated when the impact energy was 
raised. The damaged area was identical for low-impact energies (up to 10 J); on the other hand 
from 10 J, the damaged area was higher at lower impact angles. In addition, they employed an 
analytical model to predict the peak contact force at differing angles. For an impact angle of 0°, 
the model depicted better correlation among predicted and experimental peak contact force up to 
10 J, while higher than this energy, the model over-predicted the peak contact force. Moreover, 
the model over-predicted the peak contact force for an angle of 20° and under-predicted the result 
for an angle of 10°. Experimental data on oblique impact response of composite structures are 
limited [297]. Goldsmith [297] gave a complete review of the non-ideal projectile impact (ballistic) 
on composites, considering the oblique impact in particular. 
3.4 Environmental service conditions 
 The effect of environmental service conditions on impact was investigated by many 
researchers because the real impact may strike a composite structure exposed to various 
environments [298-321]. As most composites are employed out-of-doors, it is expected that the 
composites are subjected to critical environmental conditions. Exposure to different environmental 
conditions can result in both irreversible or permanent and reversible damages (e.g. softening of 
the matrix, degradation) [298]. It is well-known fact that the strain to ultimate failure, the fracture 
toughness of adhesives, and resistance to plastic deformation are mechanical properties strongly 
reliant on exposure condition. 
3.4.1 Moisture and hygro-thermal aging 
 The necessity for the application of composites in a marine environment is rising 
significantly. Composites boats are about 35% and 10% lighter than steel and aluminum boats, 
respectively [299]. It is vital for the investigators to establish a relationship among various 
conditions and their influences on the composites, mainly dynamic loading conditions like impact 
loads. Imielin´ska and Guillaumat [300] investigated the influence of water immersion aging on 
low-velocity impact response of woven aramid-glass/epoxy laminates. They concluded that water 
immersion aging influenced micro-structural integrity inducing internal flaws and the impact 
failure area was moderately less extensive in wet specimens, which is suggested to be the result of 
the development of interfacial failure present in the wet specimens before impact, which absorbed 
impact energy and inhibited delamination generation. Pang et al. [301], under low-velocity impact, 
reported that the presence of moisture increased the failure effect of UV (ultraviolet) radiation. 
Alkaline environment degrades glass reinforcements, mainly owing to the existence of silica in the 
reinforcements. Glass reinforcements are also vulnerable to chemical corrosion when subjected to 
acidic environments (pH < 7). Consequently, glass fiber reinforced composites have a larger 
possibility to debond at the fiber/matrix interface area. Carbon reinforcements do not absorb 
liquids and are thus resistant to all types of solvent or alkali ingress. Therefore, the carbon fiber 
reinforced composites is a possible candidate for application in marine composites owing to its 
superior moist-environment-resistance and high impact properties.  
Alkaline moisture of seawater could be absorbed by the epoxy resin and/or diffused along 
the fiber/matrix interface into the composite by immediate surface absorption followed by 
diffusion along the resin in a humid environment during service life [302]. The quantity of moisture 
absorbed by the epoxy matrix is significantly larger than fiber reinforcements owing to larger 
moisture diffusivity of epoxy compared to that of the fiber. This variation in the absorption by both 
the resin and reinforcements leads to a considerable mismatch in the volumetric expansion that 
can induce a localized stress and strain field in the material. These events result in premature 
damage of the composites during impact loading.  Therefore, the moisture barrier characteristics 
of this resin should be enhanced for it to be employed successfully in marine components. Under 
this rationale, nano-particle filled composite materials are attractive as, at lower volume fractions, 
they may improve moisture resistance over conventional composites. For instance, nano-clay has 
outstanding barrier characteristics that may be employed to decrease the permeability of moisture. 
The intercalated and/or exfoliated surface of the silicate layer and anisotropic shape of nano-clay 
function as barriers to moving moisture in composites. A rise in the path length of the moisture by 
infusion of silicate layer along the composites leads to the decrement of moisture absorption. 
Silicate layers of montmorillonite have established decreased moisture ingress, higher resistance 
to solvent and superior impact properties. Ray [303] reported that the moisture absorption rate and 
degree of degradation enhanced at a larger conditioning temperature. He depicted that degradation 
takes place owing to the thermal stress at an elevated temperature, which can enhance crack 
initiation and growth through a high cross-linked fiber/matrix interface. K. Berketis et al [304] 
studied the low-velocity impact response of glass/isophthalic polyester composites subjected to a 
hydrothermal environment (65°C) for very long duration (30 months). Figures 20 and 21 shows 
the close up photos of 5 J impact damage and absorbed energy for various immersion time 
intervals, respectively. Impacting subsequent to aging for different time durations did not increase 
significantly the damage area but generated a higher amount of through-thickness damage, which 
led to lower post impact strength [305].   
3.4.2 Temperature 
 The impact response of fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites exposed to various 
elevated temperatures has been investigated and reported in many pieces of literature. Composite 
materials may be employed in aircraft or space structures, where they are exposed to temperatures 
in the range 73 to 80°C or 140 to 120°C, respectively [306]. Akay et al. [307], under low-velocity 
impact, reported that the damage modes altered with exposure duration from a brittle transverse 
tensile damage to damage where the reinforcements fracture by buckling, subsequent to 
delamination and extreme deflection. Most of the investigations available in the published 
literature are allied with glass fibers [308] or carbon fibers [309], and more recently the influence 
of reinforcement hybridization on the impact behavior has been studied in hemp-basalt [310] or 
aramid/glass composite materials [311]. In terms of low temperatures, the low-velocity impact 
results acquired by Río et al. [312] depict that a reduction of the temperature has an influence on 
failure similar to that noticed with the raising of impact energy: higher resin cracking and 
interlaminar delamination growth, higher penetration on the impacted side, and more critical 
debonding and fiber failure on the rear side. The embrittlement of the resin system, along with the 
interlaminar thermal stresses produced in the composite at low temperature, enables to allow the 
onset and growth of failure when subject to impact loads. Actually, low temperatures generate 
interlaminar residual thermal stresses, high sufficient to induce resin cracking on low-velocity 
impact, with resulting delamination of the composites. Icten et al. [313] investigated the low-
velocity impact response of GFRP composites, with a stacking sequence of [0/90/45/-45]s, at low 
temperatures. This investigation was carried out for temperatures of -20, 20 and 60°C, and impact 
energies that ranged from 5 to 70 J. The impact behavior and the damage tolerance of the material 
was noticed to be almost the same for all temperatures up to the Ei = 20 J. The main failure 
mechanism up to this energy was resin cracking, interlaminar delaminations, and rear side 
delaminations. Beyond that impact energy level, temperature influences considerably the impact 
response, where the fiber breakages and back surface delaminations turn out to be dominant failure 
modes. Lastly, they noticed that the perforation threshold rises with reduction of test temperature 
[313]. Ibekwe et al. [314] studied unidirectional and cross-ply GFRP composites under low-
velocity impact load, where the temperatures ranged from -20 to 20°C, and they reported that 
higher damages were produced with reducing the temperature. However, as a result of the 
viscoelastic nature, the resistance to plastic deformation, strain to failure and fracture toughness of 
the resin system is highly influenced by elevated temperatures [315]. Hence, the damage tolerance 
of composites can be compared with ductility and fracture toughness of the resin system. For 
instance, mode I interlaminar fracture toughness raises with the rising temperature over broad 
temperature ranges from 60°C to 120°C [315]. Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness raises with 
temperature mainly marked near the glass-transition temperature of the resin system [315]. Hence, 
a reduction in interlaminar delamination area happens with the raising in temperature for 
composites under impact loads. 
 Numerous references deal with epoxy-based composite materials [316], but very few with 
thermoplastic-based composites [317]. Karaseket al. [318] carried out low-velocity impact tests 
on CFRP composites comprising unmodified and rubber-modified epoxies at various 
temperatures. The energy necessary for failure onset was observed to reduce with temperature for 
all types of resin investigated, and this is reliable with a decrement in matrix properties at higher 
temperatures [318]. Identical investigations carried out by Hiraiet al. [315], to study the influence 
of temperature on the low-velocity impact behavior of glass/vinyl ester-matrix composites, 
depicted that, at higher temperatures, the overall impact behavior is dominated by the decreased 
matrix stiffness and strength. The poor mechanical characteristics decrease the impact-damage 
resistance and damage tolerance of the composite. Through the comparison of carbon/epoxy and 
carbon/PEEK composites, Im et al. [317] have investigated the influence of temperature variations 
on ballistic impact damage of orthotropic composites. They reported that the delamination areas 
reduce as the temperature rises. In PEEK-based composites, the frequency of transverse cracks is 
decreased. Moreover, Bibo et al. [319] have studied the effect of matrix type and morphology on 
the capability of the composite material to endure penetration, absorb energy and uphold damage 
at various temperature levels (RT, 80°C and 150°C). At high impact energy, complete penetration 
of the composite occurs by the striker. At low impact energy, impact damage is produced but the 
plate is not fractured. They reported that test temperature has a moderate effect on through-
penetration impact results, although high-temperature testing does raise the delamination in epoxy-
based composites under low-energy impacts [315]. Moreover, the influence of impact-induced 
damage on high-temperature post impact compressive properties has been studied. A rise in the 
testing temperature has a considerable influence on the residual strength, while the impact 
temperature has a minor effect. There is proof that the development of impact generated 
delamination is constrained at the high temperatures during compression compared to propagation 
at ambient temperature in the condition of the thermosetting toughened epoxy, but this is not the 
condition for the PolyAryl Sulfone thermoplastic. In contrast, at low temperatures (e.g. 25°C and 
50°C), Russo et al. [320] have investigated the low-velocity impact response of thermoplastic 
composite laminates derived from thermoplastic polyurethane reinforced with woven glass fibers. 
To confirm the possible applications of these materials, they reported that low-temperature impacts 
led to a raised stiffness of tested composites and a higher propensity to fail. Moreover, they noticed 
no impact-induced delamination at low temperatures. 
The decrease in temperature and increase of composite thickness resulted in improved 
friction event at the material-dart contact. Finally, thermoplastic can be considered to reinstate 
conventional brittle thermosetting matrix system for applications under severe environmental 
conditions. In recent times, Sorrentino et al. [321] have investigated the influence of temperature 
on low-velocity impact properties of polyethylene-naphthalate thermoplastic composite materials. 
Through low-velocity impact tests, they investigated the structural behavior of carbon fibers plain 
weave fabrics reinforced polyethylene-naphthalate composites at various temperatures (20°, 60° 
and 100°C). Considering that the glass transition temperature of the composite is around 120°C, 
they noticed a decreased effect of temperature (even at 100°C) on the flexural stiffness, but a low 
impact resistance. On the other hand, it appears that carbon/ polyethylene-naphthalate composites 
are characterized by a rise in their impact performance as temperature rises. They considered that 
temperature contributes to the improvement of the thermoplastic matrix toughness and a larger 
strength of the fiber/matrix interface, finally explaining this phenomenon [321].  
When exposed to an elevated temperature; composite materials encounter a residual stress 
system over the through-thickness owing to unequal thermal contraction. Carrying residual 
stresses results in low energy absorption and decrement of the first failure energy (perforation). As 
matrix toughness and ductility are increased at elevated temperature, several researchers have 
studied the effect of temperature on the impact response and damage tolerance of fiber-fiber 
reinforced PMCs. 
4. Conclusions: 
This paper has attempted a comprehensive review of four key groups of parameters, 
specifically, material, geometry, event and environmental-related aspects that affect the structural 
behavior of polymer matrix composites under impact loading. The critical review performed has 
identified, discussed and presented an in-depth understanding of the factors that influence the onset 
and propagation of impact damage on composite materials. The mechanical and chemical 
characteristics of the material system influence the way in which the composite deforms and 
fractures. By cautiously choosing the fiber orientation or fiber architecture and material behavior 
of each layer, a designer can configure a composite that may proficiently uphold all load necessities 
while reducing the number of layers. The matrix system in a composite material assists to defend, 
align and stabilize the reinforcements as well as assure stress transfer from one fiber to another. 
The mechanical performance of fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites relies on the bond 
strength between the matrix and fiber. The bond strength may be manipulated to enhance the 
toughness by absorbing energy in interface debonding. Only a few investigations into the 
simulation of the influence of material parameters on the impact resistance of composite structures 
are available; there is thus, a strong case for the development and confirmation of modeling tools 
capable of giving correct and consistent predictions of the damage generated by impact on 
composites. 
Geometrical parameters such as thickness and curvature are vital aspects that affect the 
impact behavior of a composite structure as it alters energy absorption mode and damage area of 
the composites. The composite toughness is considerably influenced by thickness as the damage 
threshold and restriction of damage area rises with an increase in thickness. Over the past two 
decades, a majority of investigation on high-velocity impact has been performed on plane targets. 
On the other hand, a direct investigation comparing the high-velocity impact response of a curved 
composite structure altering with its radii of curvature has not yet been carried out. The influence 
of the impactor shape, mass, angle, and size on impact resistance or energy absorption has been 
studied by numerous researchers but this effect is still not entirely formulated. In specific, the 
combined effects of impactor nose shape, the angle of obliquity, mass, size and boundary condition 
on the impact resistance of composite materials are not clearly addressed. There is a lack of 
investigation on the oblique impact response of composites.  
Exposure to different environmental conditions can result in both irreversible (permanent) 
and reversible damages in composites. Variation in the moisture diffusivity of different 
constituents leads to a considerable mismatch in the volumetric expansion that can induce a 
localized stress and strain field in these materials. These events result in premature damage of the 
composites during impact loading. Moreover, the moisture absorption rate and degree of 
degradation enhance at a larger conditioning temperature. Owing to the viscoelastic behavior of 
polymer matrix in composites, the failure strain, resistance to plastic deformation and fracture 
toughness of matrices is highly influenced by elevated temperatures. There are numerous literature 
available that deals with impact response of composites; yet, very few have reported their behavior 
to impact loading when they are subjected to different temperature and/or humid conditions over 
an extended period of time. 
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Table 1: Types of impact with respect to velocity [28] 
S. No. Velocity range Test equipment Applications 
1 
Low velocity  
0 - 11 m/s 
Drop Hammer 
Pneumatic accelerator 
Dropped items 
Vehicle impact crash  
2 
High velocity  
> 11 m/s 
Compressed air gun 
Gas dun 
Free falling bombs  
Fragments owing to explosion 
3 
Ballistic impact  
>500 m/s 
Compressed air gun 
Gas dun 
Military 
4 
Hyper velocity impact 
>2000 m/s 
Powder gun 
Two stage light gas gun 
Military, Space vessels 
Exposed to meteoroid impact 
 
 Table 2: Impact studies of composites alternating the stacking sequence 
In-plane fibers Hybrid type Fabric Matrix References 
Polyamide–Basalt  Interply Woven Epoxy [105] 
 Intraply   [106-107] 
 Interply or Intraply   [108] 
Polyamide–Glass Interply Woven Vinylester  [109-111] 
  Unidirectional Epoxy [112] 
 Intraply Woven  [113] 
Polyamide–Carbon Intraply Unidirectional Epoxy [112] 
 Intraply Woven  [113] 
Carbon–Glass Intraply Woven Epoxy [113-118] 
  Unidirectional  [119-120] 
Carbon–Polyethylene Intraply Woven Epoxy [121-122] 
Glass–Polyvinyl  Interply or Intraply Woven Polyester [123] 
 
 
Table 3: Summary of bulk resin modification of thermosetting composites using thermoplastics 
Toughening method Materials Results Reference 
Rubber toughening 
12.5 phr amine-
terminated butadiene 
acrylonitrile (ATBN) 
DGEBA 
epoxy 
Tg − 11%, KIC + 150%, Tensile 
modulus − 30%,  Izod impact 
strength  + 236%,  
[189] 
10 phr ATBN 
Carbon/poly-
benzoxazine  
KIC, GIIC, ILSS ~ + 100% flexural 
strength + 0% 
[190] 
10 phr carboxy-
terminated butadiene 
acrylonitrile (CTBN) 
Carbon/poly-
benzoxazine  
GIIC, ILSS ~ + 0%, KIC ~ + 50% 
flexural strength ~ − 25% 
 
 
10 phr hydroxyl 
terminated 
polybutadiene (HTPB) 
 
DGEBA 
epoxy 
Tg + 0%, GIC + 400%, 
KIC  + 400%, Flexural 
modulus  ~ − 25%,Flexural 
strength  ~ − 25%, Impact 
strength + 30%, 
[191] 
1% HTPB and 2% 
silane  
DGEBA 
epoxy 
Impact strength + 43% [192] 
Thermoplastic particles 
Thermoplastic particles Carbon/epoxy 
Decrement in damage area by a 
factor of 2 
[193] 
Thermoplastic particles Carbon/epoxy 
Enhances in delamination 
resistance 
[194] 
 
Polyetherimide particles 
(2 wt. %) 
Carbon/epoxy  
Storage modulus + 30 %, 
Impact strength (Izod) + 29 %, 
[195] 
 
Polycarbonate particles 
(2 wt. %) 
Carbon/epoxy  
Storage modulus 21% 
Impact strength (Izod) + 39% 
 
PBT particles (2 wt. %) Carbon/epoxy  
Storage modulus + 17% 
Impact strength (Izod) + 59% 
 
Soluble thermoplastic fibers 
Nylon-6,6 electrospun 
nano- fibers 
Carbon/epoxy  
Threshold impact force + ~ 60% 
Damage area − ~ 50% 
[196] 
Poly(hydroxyether of 
bisphenol A) i.e. 
phenoxy nano- fibers 
Carbon/epoxy   
2.0 wt.% — GIC + 98% 
GIIC + 21% 
[197] 
Phenoxy veil (10 wt. %) Carbon/epoxy  
GIC ~ + 900%, ILSS ~ + 10%, 
Young's modulus ~ + 10%, 
σUTS ~ + 20% 
[198] 
Poly(ε-caprolactone) 
nano- fibers 
Carbon/epoxy  
GIC-init + 92% GIC-prop + 65% 
Flexural strength − 20% 
[199] 
 
Poly-benzimidazole 
nano- fibers 
Epoxy resin 
Young's modulus + 27%, 
KIC + 76%, GIC + 144% 
[200] 
Polysulfone electrospun 
nano- fibers 
Carbon/epoxy  5 wt.% GIC + 281% [201] 
  
 
Table 4: Summary of interlaminar modification of thermosetting composites using thermoplastics 
Toughening 
method Materials Results Reference 
Co-mingled fibers 
Nylon fibers Carbon/epoxy Impact threshold ~ + 30% 
CAI strength ~ + 50% 
GIC ~ + 250%, GIIC ~ + 300% 
 
[210] 
 
Polyethylene fibers Carbon/epoxy  
 
Ductility index (DI)  
Baseline − DI = 0.2 
Co-mingled  − DI= 7.4 
 
 
Polyetherketone-
cardo (PEK-C) 
Carbon/BMI  
 
Damage area − 5.4% 
CAI strength + 14% [211] 
Thermoplastic films 
Polyethylene-co-
acrylic acid film  
Carbon/epoxy  Impact damage initiation 
Energy ~ +150% 
[212] 
Polyethylene-co-
acrylic acid film  
Carbon/epoxy  Damage area − 69% 
CAI strength − 36% 
[213] 
PET (Polyethylene 
terephtalate) film  
 
Carbon/epoxy  
 
GIC ~ −70%  
GIIC ~ +120% [214] 
PEK-C w/10 wt.% 
CNT 
Carbon/BMI  Damage area − 29% 
CAI strength + 33% 
[215] 
Epoxy film w/20 
wt.%  
Carbon/epoxy 
 
GIIC-init ~ +90%, 
 GIIC -prop ~ +100% 
 
Particulate interlayers 
Nylon particles 
interlayers 
Carbon/epoxy  GIC-init + 300% 
GIC-prop no change 
[216] 
Spray epoxy 
tackifier with 
nylon 6 particles 
 
Carbon/epoxy RTM 
 
GIC − 10%, GIIC + 30% 
No change in ILSS and compressive 
strength 
 
[217] 
Non-woven fiber veils 
High density 
polyethylene 
(high areal weight) 
veil 
Carbon/epoxy 
 
 
Damage area − 20% 
Compressive strength + 2% 
CAI strength + 32% 
[218] 
Interlayers of high 
performance 
Polyethylene 
Carbon/epoxy  Ductility index (DI)  
Baseline – DI = 0.2 
9 interlayers – DI = 6.6 
16 interlayers – DI = 7.0 
[219] 
 
Hybrid PET/carbon 
veil 
Carbon/epoxy  
 
CAI strength + 150% 
[220] 
PA adhesive web  Carbon/epoxy  Peak impact load ~ +25% 
CAI strength ~ −50% 
[221] 
PA adhesive web  Carbon/epoxy tape GIC ~ +300%   [222] 
Polyester veil 
Polyamide veil 
Hybrid PE/C 70:30 
veil 
Hybrid PE/C 80:20 
veil 
Plain weave 
carbon/epoxy 
 
GICinit + 100% GICprop + 200% 
GICinit + 150% GICprop + 300% 
GICinit + 0% GICprop + 25% 
GICinit + 0% GICprop + 10% 
[223] 
Polyester veil 
Polyamide veil 
Hybrid PE/C 70:30 
veil 
Plain weave 
carbon/epoxy 
 
 
GIICinit + 30% GIICprop + ~70% 
GIICinit + 60% GIICprop +~115% 
GIICinit − 15% GIICprop + ~0% 
GIICinit + 0% GIICprop + ~30% 
[224] 
Hybrid PE/C 80:20 
veil 
Polyester/carbon 
veil  
Carbon/epoxy  
Infused repairs 
GICinit + 615%, GICprop + 1100% 
[225] 
Nylon veil  Carbon/benzoxazine 
9120 
Interlaminar failure load + 23%, 
GIC + 80%, Flexural modulus − 
15% 
[226] 
 
 
 
